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Abstract

The COPD Genetic Epidemiology (COPDGene®) study provides a rich cross-sectional dataset of patients
with substantial tobacco smoke exposure, varied by race, gender, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease
(COPD) diagnosis, and disease. We aimed to determine the influence of race, gender and Global initiative
for chronic Obstructive Lung Disease (GOLD) stage on prevalence of prior COPD diagnosis at COPDGene®
enrollment. Data from the complete phase 1 cohort of 10,192 participants were analyzed. Participants were
non-Hispanic white and African-American, ≥45 years of age with a minimum of 10 pack years of cigarette
smoking. Characterization upon enrollment included spirometry, demographics and history of COPD diagnosis
determined by questionnaire. We evaluated the effects of race and gender on the likelihood of prior diagnosis
of COPD and the interaction of race and GOLD stage, and gender and GOLD stage, as determined at study
enrollment, on likelihood of prior diagnosis of COPD. We evaluated the 3-way interaction of race, gender and
GOLD stage on prior diagnosis. African-Americans had higher odds of not having a prior COPD diagnosis
at all GOLD stages of airflow obstruction versus non-Hispanic whites (p<0.0001). Women had higher odds
of having a prior COPD diagnosis at all GOLD stages versus men (p<0.0001). Three-way interaction of race,
gender and GOLD stage was not significant. African-Americans were less likely to have prior COPD regardless
of the severity of airflow obstruction determined at study enrollment. Women were more likely to have a prior
COPD diagnosis regardless of the severity of measured airflow obstruction. Race and gender are associated with
significant disparities in COPD diagnosis.
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Introduction
Chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) is a
common chronic illness predominately caused by the
inhalation of tobacco smoke. It is the third leading cause
of death in the United States.1 COPD is a treatable
and preventable disease characterized by chronic,
progressive dyspnea, cough, significant comorbidity
and early death. However, COPD remains vastly
underdiagnosed. In the United States, the population
characteristics of the approximately 13 million with
undiagnosed COPD is not well understood. COPD,
once considered a disease of white men, is recognized
as increasingly prevalent among women and African
American men.1-4 Health disparities (defined as a
significant difference in health between populations)
persist in most common diseases including COPD in
the United States as well as the world.5,6 Reducing
disparities requires definition of the vulnerable
groups.7
Approximately 13 million U.S. residents have
received a diagnosis of COPD and an estimated 13
million more are unaware of their COPD diagnosis.8,9
Population estimates of COPD prevalence from the
National Health And Nutrition Examination Survey
and National Counsel for International Health
data collected from 1970-2000 are derived mostly
from individual self-reporting in phone and written
population surveys and from administrative database
reviews.8 The true prevalence of undiagnosed COPD
among at risk individuals in the United States is
unknown. The validity of self-reported COPD data
to produce generalizable population prevalence
estimates relies upon the assumptions that all nonCOPD reporters are truly COPD negative. Our aim is
to define a large, cross-sectional, at-risk U.S. population
of previously undiagnosed COPD identified in the
COPDGene® study.
We hypothesize that health
disparities in the COPD diagnosis are significantly

Population Characteristics
The study population was derived from participants in
the COPDGene® Study Phase 1, a National Heart Lung
and Blood Institute-funded multicenter observational
study to analyze genetic susceptibility for the
development of COPD.10 (Clinical trial registration
no. NCT00608764). Participants were recruited at 21
centers in the United States from January 2008 to June
2011. COPDGene® Study Phase 1 met all criteria for
institutional review board approval (Temple University
institutional review board #11369). Inclusion and
exclusion criteria and study protocol are previously
described. Briefly, participants were African American
(AA) or non-Hispanic White (NHW), age 45-80 years
old with at least a 10 pack-years history of cigarette
smoking. Exclusion criteria included pregnancy,
history of other lung disease except asthma, prior
lobectomy, prior lung volume reduction, active cancer
undergoing treatment, and known or suspected lung
cancer.10
Clinical Characterization
Clinical characterization upon study enrollment
included pre- and post-bronchodilator spirometry,
demographics and medical history. Smoking history
and COPD and asthma diagnosis was collected using the
self-administered modified American Thoracic Society
(ATS) Respiratory Epidemiology Questionnaire.
Participants were asked if they had COPD diagnosed
by a doctor or other health professional. Specifically,
the history of COPD diagnosis was determined by a
“yes” response to any of these 3 questions “Have you
ever had COPD?”, “Have you ever had emphysema?”
and “Have you ever had chronic bronchitis?” A current
asthma diagnosis was determined by a “yes” response
to the question “Have you ever had asthma?” and
“yes” to the question “do you still have it?” Each “yes”
response was followed with, “Was it diagnosed by a
doctor or other health professional?” Each participant
underwent pre-bronchodilator and post-bronchodilator
spirometry using an EasyOne spirometer (WelchAllyn Switzerland GmbH; Vaud, Switzerland).
Predicted values were obtained using National Health
and Nutritional Examination Survey III data. COPD
severity (Global initiative for chronic Obstructive
Lung Disease [GOLD] stage1) was assigned to post-
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bronchodilator spirometry using published criteria
in which airflow obstruction is defined as forced
expiratory volume in 1 second (FEV1) to forced vital
capacity (FVC) ratio less than 0.7 with GOLD Stages:
(1)FEV1≥80% predicted, (2)FEV1≥50% and <80%, (3)
FEV1≥30% and <50% and (4)FEV1<30%.
Undiagnosed COPD
Participants in COPDGene® were recruited based
on a reported ≥10 pack-years smoking history, but
no history of spirometry was required leaving the
results of that smoking exposure open. GOLD stage
was used to characterize their pulmonary health and
this assessment identified undiagnosed obstructive
disease in many cases. Participants were therefore
classified as “known COPD” if they reported a past
physician’s diagnosis or “undiagnosed COPD” if they
met the GOLD criteria for obstructive disease but did
not report a prior physician’s diagnosis of COPD.

8872 participants and characteristics according to
race are presented in Table 1. Participants were 45%
female and 32% AA with mean age 59.9±9.1 years,
pack-year smoking burden 44.5±25.1, and body mass
index(BMI) 28.4±6.0. In addition, 51% were current
smokers. AA participants were younger, more likely
to be male and more likely to be current smokers.

Statistical Analysis
The effects of race and measured GOLD stage of
airflow obstruction on the likelihood of undiagnosed
COPD were analyzed. We also evaluated the 3-way
interaction of race, gender and GOLD stage on the
likelihood of undiagnosed COPD. These data were
analyzed using logistic regression and trend analysis
was applied to odds ratios (ORs) across GOLD stages.
Descriptive data were compared by race and gender
using T-test, Chi square, analysis of variance (ANOVA)
and multivariate ANOVA using SAS 9.3 statistical
software.

Results
Of the total 10,192 participants enrolled in the
COPDGene® Study Phase 1 with a ≥10 pack-years
cigarette smoking burden, 8872 had normal or
reduced FEV1/FVC ratio on enrollment spirometry.
Because of the methodological limitations of using
spirometry alone to diagnose COPD, it was necessary
to exclude 1248 with Preserved Ratio Impaired
Spirometry (PRISm) defined as FEV1/FVC≥70%,
FEV1<80% indicating restrictive physiology and 72
with incomplete data. Fixed airflow obstruction was
identified in 4484 of the 8872 on post- bronchodilator
spirometry. A novel COPD diagnosis was made in
1450 individuals representing 14.3% of the entire
COPDGene® Study Phase 1 cohort. (Figure 1)
Baseline demographic characteristics on this study’s
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Additionally, AA participants had less total smoking
burden (pack years) and a slightly higher average BMI.
A total of 1450 (32%) of 4484 participants with
objective airflow obstruction had undiagnosed COPD.
This undiagnosed group represents 14.3% of the total
(10,120) COPDGene® Phase 1 cohort. Previously
undiagnosed COPD by actual severity of airflow
obstruction is displayed in Table 1. Most undiagnosed
participants had mild to moderate COPD. However,
152 of the undiagnosed participants had severe
GOLD stage 3 or stage 4 COPD. The prevalence of
undiagnosed COPD by actual GOLD stage and race
is shown in Table 1. A total of 44% of AA participants
with COPD were previously undiagnosed versus
29% of NHWs. AA participants were significantly
more likely to be undiagnosed versus NHWs at every
measured COPD severity. (Figure 2) Trend analysis
shows increasing odds of AAs having undiagnosed
COPD at greater degrees of actual COPD severity
(linear trend statistic p<0.001). Regardless of race,
men were more likely than women to be undiagnosed
with COPD at all stages of actual COPD severity.
Additionally, AAs were less likely to be previously
diagnosed with COPD in the cohort with GOLD stage
0 COPD (normal spirometry) (OR 1.51[1.3-1.8]) and in
the 1248 PRISm participants (OR 1.8 [1.4-2.31]) who
were not otherwise included. Three-way interaction
of race, gender and GOLD stage was not significant
indicating that both race and gender are important
indicators of undiagnosed COPD but that these effects
are additive. (Figure 3)
To investigate a potential cause of undiagnosed COPD
we considered self-reported current diagnosis of asthma
without a COPD diagnosis. A current asthma diagnosis
made by a physician or other medical professional was
reported by 20% (290) of the 1450 undiagnosed COPD
participants. A current asthma diagnosis without a
COPD diagnosis occurred in 32% of AAs versus 16% of
NHWs with undiagnosed COPD. The characteristics of
these participants reporting a current asthma diagnosis
without a prior COPD diagnosis are displayed by race
and measured fixed airflow obstruction severity (GOLD
stage COPD) in Table 2. Current asthma diagnosis in
lieu of a COPD diagnosis was reported more often by
AA participants, who were younger, similarly obstructed
and less likely to be currently smoking than NHWs.
Cumulative pack-year smoking burden was substantial
and equivalent among AAs and NHWs (36.2±22.3
versus 34.4±21.1; p=0.5).

Discussion
In this study’s population, the majority of undiagnosed
COPD was mild or moderate in severity. Early
identification may become increasingly important
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for patients to benefit maximally from emerging
COPD therapies. Identifying population disparities in
undiagnosed COPD is an opportunity to understand
and change unevenly applied medical care. The
U.S. Department of Health and Human Service’s
“Healthy People 2020” initiative11 and the ATS/
European Respiratory Society(ERS) official policy
statement: “Disparities in Respiratory Health,”7 serve
as a commitment and framework to define and reduce
respiratory health disparities: “The vision of the ATS
and ERS is that all persons attain better and sustained
respiratory health.”7
To our knowledge the present study is the first
prospective characterization of a geographically and
demographically diverse group of AAs, NHWs, and
male and female current and former smokers. We found
substantial, undiagnosed COPD in the entire cohort.
However, the risk for undiagnosed COPD was not
uniform within the study population with significant
disparity by race and gender.
Within our study’s cohort of individuals identified
with fixed airflow obstruction, males were less likely
to have been previously diagnosed with COPD. This

effect is primarily determined by the underdiagnosis
of AA males. The underdiagnosis of COPD in males
is an unanticipated finding considering historical
attitudes and published data. Historically, COPD was
thought to be more prevalent among men than women.
These antiquated attitudes may have contributed to
historical physician bias toward higher recognition and
diagnosis of COPD in men versus women with similar
symptoms and smoking histories. In a 2001 survey of
a random sample of 192 U.S. primary care physicians
using a hypothetical case presentation, male patients
were more likely to be given a COPD diagnosis.
This recognition bias was mitigated by the addition
of spirometry data.12 Two large foreign studies of
spirometry testing in randomly selected individuals
≥ 40 years of age, have shown high prevalence of
undiagnosed COPD representing all levels of measured
airflow obstruction.13,14 In the Polish study there was
no gender disparity in undiagnosed COPD in current
or former smokers.13 The Spanish study suggested
that women were at greater risk of undiagnosed COPD
with a subgroup of older men (>60 years) who are
urban dwellers and more educated with a greater than
15 pack-years smoking burden having the highest
probability of having a prior diagnosis of COPD.14
However, no historical data exists for undiagnosed
COPD in at risk populations in the United States. Our
findings suggest that men, rather than women, are
at higher risk of COPD underdiagnosis. These data
demonstrate gender disparity in COPD diagnosis with
higher rates of undiagnosed COPD in men, regardless
of race. Gender differences in symptom perception
and attitudes toward medical care may contribute to
these observations. It has also been previously shown
that women generally have more dyspnea at a lesser
airflow obstruction and this is hypothesized to be due
to smaller inspiratory capacity related to lower thoracic
volumes.15 Women report symptoms earlier and more
frequently and generally utilize more health care
resources than men.16 Enhanced symptom reporting
may contribute to earlier diagnosis and may explain
the lower observed rates of undiagnosed COPD in
women in COPDGene®.
Within our study’s cohort, looking at measured
airflow obstruction at study entry, AAs were less likely
than NHWs to be previously diagnosed with COPD.
This racial disparity persisted with increasing odds of
underdiagnosis at successive severities of measured
airflow obstruction. The undiagnosed AA cohort was
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younger, with more current smoking and fewer total
pack years of smoking burden.
Important social and economic factors drive human
health disparities.17,18 The 2010 U.S. census survey19
lists the total U.S. population as 308.7 million,
with 80.7% of the population classified as urban,
38.9 million (14%) as AA or Black alone and 196.8
million (63.7%) as NHW. AAs are twice as likely as
NHWs to be classified as living in poverty--25.8%
versus 11.6% respectively--compared to 14% of the
entire U.S. population. This study’s participants are
from the 21 COPDGene® enrollment sites located in
U.S. population centers along the seaboards, great
lakes and rivers. COPDGene® enrolled patients from
existing pulmonary practices at enrollment centers
and through advertisement-based recruiting.
Our findings of racial disparity in COPD diagnosis
are consistent with some larger themes of respiratory
health in the United States. Several U.S. studies
document disparity in the application of standard
of care interventions in COPD known to decrease
mortality and morbidity including smoking cessation
programs, influenza vaccination and supplemental
oxygen.6 Tobacco smoke, air pollution, occupational
and environmental inhalational exposures occur
disproportionally in ethnic minorities and individuals
with lower socioeconomic status. Differential access to
quality health care is common with important known
determinants such as cost, employment-based health
insurance, physician availability, transportation,
education and social attitudes and behavior.17,18 The
monetary cost of undiagnosed COPD is high and is
primarily driven by increased hospitalization costs,
not the cost of diagnosis and chronic treatment.20
Historically, AAs are more likely than white individuals
to receive emergent COPD treatment versus officebased care.8
Regardless, diagnostic spirometry is an effective,
easy to perform, low cost, office-based test that is
underutilized in patients at risk for COPD.21 The ATS,
ERS, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention and
GOLD all recommend spirometry to diagnose COPD in
at risk patients, those with respiratory symptoms and
smoking history.1,7,17 Anthonisen et al documented
wide-spread physician underuse of diagnostic
spirometry in patients coded with a clinically-derived
diagnosis of COPD.22,23 History and physical exam
are not reliably sensitive to exclude fixed airflow
obstruction.
Spirometry is not uniformly available

as an office-based tool in primary care settings. The
additional step of off-site testing and specialist referral
add additional barriers to the diagnosis of COPD.
It is known that AAs with severe COPD have more
severe airflow obstruction at younger ages with less
pack-year smoking burdens than whites.24 However,
our data do not support earlier and more frequent
COPD diagnosis among AAs.
In the present study, an asthma diagnosis exclusive
of a COPD diagnosis was observed in participants
with fixed airflow obstruction and likely contributed
to the disparity we observed in COPD diagnosis. A
significant subgroup of those with undiagnosed COPD
carried a diagnosis of asthma at study enrollment.
In this subgroup with fixed airflow obstruction, AAs
were more likely diagnosed with asthma and not
COPD than NHWs (RR: 2.66). This pattern was seen
increasingly in participants with moderate or severe
fixed airflow obstruction (RR: 3.3). The differentiation
of true asthma with fixed airflow obstruction versus
COPD is not possible in our participants, all of whom
had a significant burden of smoking. The incorrect or
exclusive diagnosis of asthma may contribute to the
underdiagnosis of COPD especially in AAs.
Limitations
Ascertainment bias may limit all cross-sectional
population studies. The present study mitigates
the potential bias through a large number of
participants and enrolling centers from across the
country. Enrollment pathway data was not collected.
Additionally, participants may under-report previously
diagnosed COPD for various reasons including denial,
poor communication by prior physicians and real
or perceived effects on employment and insurance
premiums. We regard the study enrollment pathway
and self-reporting of COPD diagnosis as a product of
real patient behavior and experience and the disparities
that exist in access to and delivery of health care in the
United States. The paradigm of an FEV1/FVC ratio
less than 0.7 as the sine qua non of COPD excludes
participants who may have radiographic evidence of
COPD and normal spirometry or PRISm.

Conclusion
COPDGene® provides a unique opportunity to
examine the prevalence of the diagnosis of COPD in a
large, cross-sectional U.S. cohort. Undiagnosed COPD
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is common among individuals at least 45 years of age
with a ≥10 pack-years cigarette smoking burden and
is found at all severities of airflow obstruction. AAs
are at greater risk for undiagnosed COPD than NHWs
and men are at greater risk than women. Population
disparities in the diagnosis of COPD should be
considered when defining COPD prevalence and
addressed to improve the health of the U.S. population.
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